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Introduction. An algorithm for the irreducible factorization of multivariate polynomials over any given algebraic number field is presented. The algebraic number field is given as an extension field of the rational numbers by specifying a minimal polynomial over the integers. In other words, we describe an algorithm for finding all the irreducible factors of a given multivariate polynomial over the field of the rationals adjoined by a root of a prescribed minimal polynomial. This algorithm is a generalization of the factoring algorithm for multivariate polynomials over the integers by Wang and Rothschild [11] .
The multivariate polynomial to be factored is first reduced to a polynomial in just one variable by substituting properly selected integers for all but one variable. The resulting univariate polynomial is then factored over the given algebraic field.
There are two different approaches for the univariate factorization depending on whether a suitable small rational prime p exists such that the given minimal polynomial is irreducible modulo p. If p can be found, then the factoring is carried out via a finite field approach using methods suggested by Berlekamp [1] and Zassenhaus [13] .
Otherwise, if the minimal polynomial is reducible modulo every prime, a classical method is used which transforms the factorization into factoring a multivariate polynomial of much higher degree over the rationals. The univariate factors will then be used to construct the desired multivariate factors by a "p-adic" interpolation described by Wang and Rothschild [11] , Our interest in factoring over algebraic number fields, as that in factoring over the integers, originated in the problem of indefinite integration of elementary functions in finite terms [6] , [9] . However, the algorithm is also useful in computations related to groups and algebraic number fields. The entire algorithm has been implemented in CONT(L0, is GCD(F0, Vx, . . . , Vn); and the principal part of U, pp(<7)is t//CONT(t/).
U is primitive if CONT(t/) = 1, and U is squarefree if U has no repeated factors. Any content of U, or repeated factors of U can be removed by relatively simple greatest common divisor (GCD) computations (see [3] ). Thus, U may be assumed primitive and squarefree. As in factoring over Z, the leading coefficient plays an important role in the factoring process [7] , [11] . Factorization is easier if the leading coefficient is 1, for if U is monic, then any factor of U is monic. But if U is not monic, then additional computation is required to determine the leading coefficient of each factor. Therefore, we choose the main variable of U to make lc(<7) 1 or small, in order to avoid or simplify later computations related to the leading coefficient. If several vari-ables have a monic leading coefficient, it is best to choose the variable giving the smallest «, thus limiting the number of possible factors.
Let p G Z be a prime and (p) be the ideal generated by p. We denote by Zp the Best values for the a¡ are 0, ± 1, in that order [11] .
(ii) Normalizing the leading coefficient. Compute the inverse of a = \c{U{x, a2, . . . , at)) G R. Let
III. Choosing a prime. Find a small prime p G Z which satisfies the following three conditions: (1) p does not divide lc(i7), (2) U(x) is squarefree modulo p, and (3) f{x) is irreducible over Z . If such a prime p is not found within a given number of trials, the algorithm then uses a different factoring procedure as described in Section 8. Otherwise, the algorithm continues to the next step.
IV. Factoring over G¥(pm). Compute u(x) = U(x) mod(p). Factor u(x) over GF(pm) into irreducible factors (see Section 5):
If r= 1, then u{x) is irreducible over Z (0) which implies that U{x), and therefore, Uix, x2, . . . , xt) are irreducible over K. The algorithm ends in this case. If there are several small primes that satisfy the requirements in step III, it is usually advantageous to try more than one prime in this step. The smallest prime that produces the minimum r will be used.
V. Construction of factors of U{x). (ii) Constructing factors. From (1) we have
A "p-adic" algorithm by Zassenhaus is used to construct from (2) factors zz,(x), û2{x), . . . , ûAx) such that ü¡{x) = ít¡ mod(p) and U{x) = ûlû2 ■ ■ ■ ûr mod(o ).
VI. Actual factors of U{x) over R. The algorithm TRUEFACTORS in Section 7
is applied with respect to the ideal (b) to obtain from the u¡ a factorization over R:
If s = 1, U is irreducible and the algorithm terminates. The U¡ are distinct and relatively prime and they may have rational numbers in their coefficients.
VII. Construction of factors of U.
(i) Coefficient bound. Let y¡ = x¡ -a¡, i = 2, . . . , t, and V = 8a-lU(x,y2 + av . . . , yf + af). It turns out that the same congruence holds mod(174).
VI. Division tests in algorithm TRUEFACTORS show that the above congruence is actually an equality in K. Thus, U(x, y, z) has no more than four irreducible factors.
VII. Since a2= a3 = 0, the ideal i = (y, z). We have VIII. There is no need to go to a higher power of a since the last congruence is an actual equality over K.
Univariate Factorization Over Z (9). Let u(x) be a polynomial of degree « in Zp(0)[;c]
, where p is a small prime in Z and 0 is a zero of the minimal polynomial f(x) G Z [x]. Let deg(/) = «z and q = pm. An algorithm for the complete factorization of u(x) over Z (0) is given. All arithmetic is in Z (0) which is isomorphic to GF(c7). The main ideas are due to Berlekamp [1] and Zassenhaus [13] .
As a first step, a basis {d,(jc), v2(x), . . . , ur(x)} for the solution space of
is computed by finding the null space of the matrix Q -I, where / is the « x « identity matrix and Q is the « x « matrix whose zth row is the coefficient vector of the remainder of xq('~ ' ) divided by u(x). Here the principal computation involved is the triangularization of Q -I. because q = p is small. In the case «z > 1, the size of GF{q) usually makes this straightforward approach of trying every element in GF(í7) unfeasible. What is needed here is a way of finding, for a given v¡(x), all the a G GF(z7) that make GCD(u(x), v^-á)^1
1. We call such an a nontrivial. A method to this end has been suggested by Zassenhaus [13] . The residues modulo u( Hence, G¡(x) splits and its roots are the nontrivial a's for v¡(x). Thus, the problem of finding factors of u(x) is reduced to that of finding the roots of G¡(x) in GF(q). For p small, the roots of a nonlinear polynomial G(x) which splits over GF(pm) can be computed using an algorithm of Berlekamp [1] . Let It frequently happens that the prime p chosen in step II causes u(x) to split over GF(q). Thus, in our process for generating the matrix Q, the residues of xp, xp2, . . . , xPm ~ mod u(x) are stored away. If the algorithm finds r = n, then the procedure for obtaining nontrivial a's is bypassed and the linear factors of u(x) are found directly by the above root finding procedure.
As an example, let us consider factoring the squarefree polynomial uix) = x8 + 2xn -8x6 -6xs + x4 + 8x3 + 4.x2 + 5x -4 over Z,7(0), where 0 is a zero of f(x) = x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1. Triangularization of the matrix Q gives (see [3] ) {xs + x4 -8x3 -3x2 -Ix, x6 + 2x4 -2x3 + 8x2 + 8x, x7 +2x4 + 5x3 + 8x2 -5x, 1} as a basis of the solution space of u(x)8352 ' = v(x) mod u(x). This means that u(x) has 4 irreducible factors. Taking d,(x) to be the first polynomial in this basis, we find Thus, a bound for the c, exists and can be computed in the univariate case. Since the factorization of any multivariate polynomial can be done by univariate factoring using the Kronecker method, a coefficient bound in the multivariate case can also be computed. These theoretical bounds are often too large. In our factoring program we provide the following optional heuristic bounds that are much smaller and easier to compute : B = A(nnl2)lÜl and B = MAx(ß, mQu^),
where umax is the greatest absolute value of the integer coefficients in V(x,y2,... ,yt). Care should be taken in using the heuristic bounds for they may not, though very rarely, be large enough and thus produce reducible factors. Given U(x, 9) and f(x), U can be factored over K by the following procedure:
(a) Compute V(x, y) = Res(U(x -y9, 9), f(9)) over Z.
(b) Factor V(x, y) into irreducible factors over Z (see [11] ).
V(x, y) = VAx, y)V2(x, y) ■ ■ ■ VAx, y). The above procedure, when used, replaces steps IV, V and VI in our algorithm. The prime power needed as a modulus in the construction of factors of U can be formed with any prime p that satisfies the first two conditions in step III.
A proof for this procedure can be found in [10, pp. 136-137] .
It can be seen that if deg(C/) = « and deg(/) = «z, the degree of V(x, y) is «z« in either variable. Therefore, almost all the work in this procedure lies in the factorization of V(x, y).
Although a rather efficient algorithm for multivariate factoring is available, it is still best to use this method only when a suitable prime cannot be found after considerable effort.
Appendix. Eleven examples of factoring polynomials over algebraic number fields are given. They are done by the MACSYMA system (version 254) at Project MAC, M.I.T. In MACSYMA, the command FACTOR(i/, f(9)) causes the polynomial U to be factored over Q(0) with f(9) the given minimal polynomial. If f(9) is omitted, then it means factoring over Q. The command GFACTOR is implemented for the convenient use of factoring over Gaussian integers. It is equivalent to FACTOR(C/, ,42 + 1).
In MACSYMA, labels (Cz) and (Dz) are used for the z'th command and display lines, respectively. The symbol %I is used for V-1 and % for the previous expression. The times indicated are in milliseconds measured on a PDP-10 computer with a memorycycle time of about two microseconds. 
